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Custom House are using Google cardboard kit to show the environment where people 
would work from remote location. Google Cardboard is a fold-out cardboard smartphone 
mount that, when combined with lenses, a magnet, a piece of hook-and-loop fastener 
and a rubber band and held against the face, affords a virtual reality experience .A 
smartphone with stereoscopic display software fits into this device and the lenses allow a 
person to perceive the images as one single three-dimensional image. 

 
•Using Photosphere software  a 180 to 360 degrees photo can be 
used and using Google cardboard a VR immersive environment can 
be created. 
 

•The Photosphere images can be shown to designers/CDM 
coordinators to identify future developments where potential safety 
issues could be designed out   

Learning Outcomes / Lessons Learnt  
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Cost of Implementation & Selection of Equipment  

• Google cardboard cost range = £20 to £40 
• Smartphone with Google cardboard Software   -Free   
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QR Code 

Crossrail Custom House C520 
Google Cardboard Safety Environmental Appreciation   
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Crossrail Custom House C520 
Google Cardboard Safety Environmental Appreciation   

A photosphere is taken giving a 
360 image of the area of work  
– this is then emailed to our 
Temporary works department 
and   Lifting team  who can use 
the Google cardboard kit. This 
gives an appreciation  of the 
environment and obstruction 
within the area.   
 
Space and orientation of the 
requirements can be assessed , 
ensuring  a suitable solution   
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Implementation Scenario  ( with Temporary works design) 
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QR stands for Quick Response Codes.  

They are a type of bar code which can store Web 
addresses (URLs). If you install a QR code reader 
application on your mobile phone you will be able to take 
a picture of the code which will automatically link your 
phone to the web page. 

https://vimeo.com/118541816 
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